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Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: The ElbowLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2002

	This acclaimed volume of the Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery series is now in its Second Edition--expanded and updated to reflect the latest improvements in surgical technique. The world's foremost elbow surgeons describe their preferred techniques in step-by-step detail, explain the indications and contraindications,...
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PDA RoboticsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
BUILD A ROBOT AND MAKE IT RUN — RIGHT FROM YOUR PDA!

  The virtual chasm between PDAs and robots has been spanned, with McGraw-Hill’s PDA Robotics: Using Your Personal Digital Assistant to Control Your Robot, an easy-to-read guide to integrating these two pieces of technology into a single,...
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Williams' GynecologyMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The first guide to bridge the gap between medical and surgical gynecology 
Written by clinicians from the same department of Obstetrics and Gynecology responsible for the landmark bestseller Williams Obstetrics, this full-color text and atlas offers a complete overview of gynecology that no other source can match. In...
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C++ Concurrency in ActionManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	This bestseller has been updated and revised to cover all the latest changes to C++ 14 and 17! C++ Concurrency in Action, Second Edition teaches you everything you need to write robust and elegant multithreaded applications in C++17.

	

	Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in...
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Gaussian Processes for Machine Learning (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning)MIT Press, 2005
Gaussian processes (GPs) provide a principled, practical, probabilistic approach to learning in kernel machines. GPs have received increased attention in the machine-learning community over the past decade, and this book provides a long-needed systematic and unified treatment of theoretical and practical aspects of GPs in machine learning. The...
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Coaching the Little League® HitterMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Batter up! Teach your players the art of precision hitting with Coaching the Little League® Hitter

As the legendary Ted Williams once said, hitting is "the most difficult feat in all sports." But with practice, practice, practice and the help of Coaching the Little League® Hitter, you can guide...
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Pro PayPal E-Commerce (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Pro PayPal E-Commerce contains the most comprehensive collection of information on the latest PayPal technologies available. It takes the approach of PayPal as a digital money platform, and shows how it's a dynamic service that offers far more than just payment processing.
With its breadth of technologies and APIs, the PayPal platform...
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The The Lumbar Spine: Official Publication of the International Society for the Study of the Lumbar SpineLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004
The official publication of the International Society for the Study of the Lumbar Spine, this volume is the most authoritative and up-to-date reference on the lumbar spine. This edition provides more balance between basic science and clinical material and has been completely reorganized for easy reference. New chapters cover gene therapy, outcomes...
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The The Massachusetts General Hospital Handbook of NeurologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
As with the first edition, this handbook's goals are to quickly remind and update the reader. It therefore strives to be well cross-referenced, terse, and thin a pocket book should really fit in the pocket. We have tried to keep in mind that the head is actually connected to the body, and include sections on medicine and other...
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Heptinstall's Pathology of the Kidney (2 Volume Set)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
Guided by the biggest names in renal pathology, the new Sixth Edition of this gold-standard text thoroughly examines the origins and manifestations of kidney disease. Experts offer careful pathologic descriptions, appropriate clinical correlations, and extensive discussions on causes and pathogenesis to clarify your understanding and facilitate...
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Handbook of Pathophysiology: Foundations of Health & DiseaseLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
As in both of the previous editions of the Handbook of Pathophysiology, this edition is based on the premise that understanding physiology how the body works is essential to understanding pathophysiology what happens when things go wrong. My goal in writing this text was and is to provide a clear, accurate, and understandable description of health...
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The Brant and Helms Solution: Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology, Third Edition, Plus Integrated Content Website (Brant, Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		We are happy and proud to offer a third edition of our Fundamentals of Diagnostic Radiology text. We cherish the fact that so many radiology residents around the country continue to use our text as we had originally intendedÐ²Ð‚”as a first read for beginning residents and as a concise...
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